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Welcome to the latest issue of our club publication 'IN miniature'. Although I had intended to do a 'Korean
War' special for this issue, it has not yet eventuated for a couple of reasons. First off it became obvious
early in the month that it would not be possible to produce an issue in time for distribution at the September
meeting as it was taking a lot longer than intended, mainly due to the fact that the concept entailed me doing a large amount of drawings which takes up a lot of time.
I then switched to putting together the issue which we have here. I was able to do this fairly quickly as only
the 548 Sqn article has any significant amount of drawings required. As most of the material consists of
scans of photographic material sourced from a number of people, this is much quicker for me to put together (although there is still a significant amount of typing involved). We are doubly lucky that I did make
this switch as I have had major computer problems in the last few weeks (traced to a bad power supply now replaced, and Windows problems that is going to require completely deleting and re-installing Windows
next week once this issue is out of the way).
This issue includes several walkarounds including some AFV photos (the first since I took over - Yay!!), a
bit more material on 25 Sqn RAAF (if you want Your favourite unit covered in detail - Contribute). In addition I have done an article on the Spitfire Mk.VIII in service with 548 Sqn RAF and run the Chinese Dauphin photos mentioned last issue. We have a follow-up article on both sides of the 'Yugoslav Civil War' of
1944/5 by Ley Reynolds and a look at the exemplary models of Tim Prosser from W.A. Also in this issue
(Electronic version– sample only in the printed version) courtesy of Mick Elst are photos of ALL the models
that were at the Jun, Jul and Aug 2002 meetings. Next issue I hope to get that Korean War material together in time for publication by the December meeting.
Steve Mackenzie - Editor

All correspondence to:
IN miniature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 175
Belmore 2192
All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the Editor Steve Mackenzie unless noted
and cannot be reproduced without written permission
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China and France signed the agreement of assembling 50 Eurocopter AS-365N 'Dauphin II' multi-purposes helicopters at Harbin Aircraft
Manufacturing Corporation (HAMC) in 1980, with the first helicopter
rolled out in the following year. The initial 28 helicopters are the Z-9
basic variant, which is equal to the AS-365N1, and the following 20
helicopters are improved variant Z-9A, which is equal to the AS365N2. The production of the 50 helicopters was completed in 1992.
In September 1993, Harbin and Eurocopter agreed on the coproduction of another 22 Z-9As.

The first six (6) photos are of an airframe on display at a show somewhere plus a few detail shots of various parts. The next three (3) are
overall shots of some machines in the usual type of schemes used
on these Army (PLAA) machines.
The remaining one is the odd one. The last Photo is of a machine in
an overall White scheme similar to that used on a lot of the Naval
variants (Z-9C & AS-565) in service in China. Whether that indicates
that this one is attached to the Chinese Navy or it is just painted this
way for some other reason I don't know.

The Z-9W is the first indigenous anti-tank attack helicopter derived
from the license-built AS-365N. Its main armament are four HJ-8
wire-guided anti-tank missiles (ATGMs) with a range of 600~3,000 m
and an armor penetration ability of 600 mm.
The Z-9G is a modified formal production version derived from Z9W. In addition to the four HJ-8 ATGMs, the Z-9G can also carry two
57mm/90mm unguided rocket launchers or two 12.7mm machine
gun pods or two 23mm cannons on its two stores stations. The HJ-8
ATGM is guided by a roof-mounted optical sight for searching and
tracking.
As Trumpeter has recently released two 1/48th scale kits of Dauphin
variants, one of which is the armed Chinese ZX-9G/W type, I am
presenting a few photos of these machines that will probably be of
interest to anyone who wants to build this kit. Although I have not
seen a kit personally, reaction to these two kits on the net has in
general been fairly favourable.
I got all these off the internet. As we can fairly safely say that any
photos released of military equipment emanating from Mainland
China are of Official origin, I don't think there would be copyright hassles involved in reproducing them here.

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch,
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM
and are held at
Ryde City Bowling Club
Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040
or write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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Courtesy of Mick Mirkovic we have something completely different.
Not only is this the first AFV material since I have taken over as Editor
again, it is a very eye catching scheme. 'Click' for larger versions of
the photos.

stopped modellers from using a fancy scheme. Colours are Tan/
Black for the parts in camo with Yellow/ Black (W.A State Colours)
plus Black Swan (State Motif) on the sides. Remaining colours are
obvious from the photos.

Obviously this is a recruiting exercise and not something the machine Photos from Mick Mirkovic
would wear on normal operations but 'hey' when has that ever Text by Steve Mackenzie
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YNLA Bf-109G-10 '2105/5'. This is the Zlinek 1/72 kit, markings from an old Blue Rider sheet.
Photo: Ley Reynolds
Editor: I received the following corrections to the article of Ley's that Thirdly there were a couple of other YNLA formations:
was published in issue 16/2 of 'In miniature' along with some additional
information and colour scheme drawings.
1. Bosnian Corp Aviation - a Liason/ Attack unit using MS406s.
2. 236 Fighter Division (equivalent to an RAF Wing) of the VVS, con'Dear Steve,
sisting of 111, 112 and 113 Regiments (i.e Squadrons) staffed by
mainly Yugoslavs (with Russki Commanders - Ed). They used Yak-1s
I have just realised that the Hurricane IV drawing in my article is in er- and a few Yak-3s. Hopefully I will get more info on these for a future
ror - it shows Mark I exhausts and tailwheel. Secondly, the serial of the article.
Fiesler Fi-156 could possibly be '1415' - there seems to be much confusion as to NDH serial ranges, although I think this is more likely than Finally enclosed are some more illustrations.
'4151'.
Regards, Ley Reynolds '

   

    

Tan (Nocciola Chiaro) upper surfaces with Dark Olive-Green (Verde Oliva Scuro) mottle,
Light Blue-Grey under surfaces (Grigio Azzurro Chiaro), White '4' (shown Black for clarity).
This drawing is based on incomplete information.

 

    

Olive-Green upper surfaces with light Blue Grey under surfaces, White '8'. Light coloured overpainting
of fuselage band (green?), and underside of wings (grey?). Note desert filter to cowl intake. This drawing
is based on written reports. The airframe may still exist in Belgrade.
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RLM 74/75 upper surfaces over RLM 76 fuselage and under surfaces. Fuselage mottle is probably RLM 74 and/or 75. Two other aircraft used at
the same time were '2308' and '2332'. This drawing is based on written reports.



*     6TQ 1'+ 

Standard RLM 74/75/76 scheme with area of the rear fuselage overpainted with RLM 76. Yellow nose band and rudder. Black '10'. Fuselage
BAND painted out in a darkish colour.



*     6TQ 1'+ 

Probably RLM 76/81/82 scheme with Yellow nose and fuselage bands, underside of wing tips and rudder. Black '2103' and '3'. It seems that
there were no markings under wing but this drawing is based on incomplete information.

3ROLNDUSRY 3R    /LDVRQ 6TXDGURQ 9LV <XJRVODYLD 
Dark Green/dark Brown upper surfaces with Light Blue lower surfaces. White '2'. No markings on top of the upper wing.
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RAAFA Aviation Heritage Museum of Western Australia
Bull Creek Drive, Bull Creek, WA, 6149

Australia. It flew a total of 7777.3 hours and made around 17,000 take
offs and landings.

Museum's New Macchi 326H

The Macchi was painted by No 25 Squadron surface finishers, Sgt
"Tommy" Bradley, Cpl "Boog" Burgoyne, LAC "Vinny" Pedulla and
LAC "Milo" Miles, over two weekends. Experienced museum volunteers were on hand to assist the RAAF personnel when the aircraft
was delivered. This makes the museum only the second one in Australia to have a Macchi trainer.

The first Macchi MB326H was accepted into Royal Australian Air
Force service on October 2, 1967 and as production increased they
were delivered to the Central Flying School at RAAF Base East Sale
and No 2 Flying Training School at RAAF Base Pearce. The Flying
School's Macchis regularly performed fly pasts over the City of Perth
on such occasions as ANZAC Day following pilot graduation ceremonies and to commemorate past air force activities.

The Macchis also served as advanced trainers to prepare pilots going
on to fly fighter aircraft and No 2 Operational Conversion Unit, and
later No 77 Squadron, used them for this purpose. When this squadron re-equipped with the McDonnell Douglas F/A-18 Hornet No 76
Squadron was reformed to take over the training duties but could not
turn out sufficient pilots to meet requirements. When the Macchis in
the Flying Training at Pearce were being replaced with the Pilatus PC9, No 25 (City of Perth) Squadron was issued with a number of the
now surplus Macchis jet trainers and restored to flying duties to supplement No 76 Squadron.
In 1997 No 79 Squadron was reformed at Pearce to take over the advanced training and No 25 Squadron handed over its aircraft and reverted to being a reserve squadron. Just before 1100 hours on June
15 a Macchi painted as A7-025, and resplendent in the colours No 25
(City of Perth) Squadron, was delivered courtesy of W F Coote and
Coy on two low loaders to the Aviation Heritage Museum of Western
At present the Museum has the cockpit section of another Macchi
Australia at Bull Creek.
which lacks most of its equipment and this will now be refurbished to
Members of No 25 Squadron prepared the components for easy man- allow children to sit in a jet trainer' s cockpit. The fuselage of A7-084 is
agement by attaching them to handling trolleys which allowed them to also held by the Museum.
be wheeled into the museum's North Wing with relative ease. This aircraft is actually an amalgamation of the fuselage of A7-066 with wings Notes: The above press release and photos from Jim Grant were provided by Mick Mirkovic. The airframe (A7-066) is painted as A7-025
from A7-009 and a tail unit from another unidentified aircraft.
the bosses machine from 25 Sqn. The paint job is accurate apart from
During the Macchis time in service with the RAAF wings, in particular, the high gloss finish, which as with many museum aircraft is applied
were switched from one aircraft to another as required. A7-066 saw for preservation purposes.
service with all three Western Australian units, No 2 Flying Training
School, Nos. 25 and 79 Squadrons, and by No 76 Squadron in eastern
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Group of 548 Sqn Spit Mk.VIIIs in flight. All are in Foliage Green and Sky Blue except for TS-V in Dark Green &
Ocean Grey (carrying the fuselage band) - see text. Note the heavy exhaust staining on the one to left. Photo RAAF
Although the RAAF had intended that airframes would only be stripped
to Natural Metal when undergoing major overhaul at RSU's that had
the equipment to undertake such a major task, the Group Captain
commanding Eastern Area (AOC Eastern Area) which included Brisbane took a fancy to that portion of the instruction and ordered that all
the aircraft of 548 and 549 Sqns be stripped back to Natural Metal.
548 Sqn was activated at Lawton, Qld on December 15, 1943 along
with their sister unit 549 using pilots sent from the U.K (the ground
crew were mostly Australian). The Sqn received their first few Mk.VIII
Spitfires on 12-16th Apr 1944 but the bulk of their aircraft did not arrive
till the end of the month. All of these aircraft were in the A58-300 to
550 range and were the LFMk.VIII model. The Sqn remained based at
Amberley (Brisbane) until their transfer to Darwin in June 1944 where
they were based till the end of WWII, making up No.1 Fighter Wing
RAAF with 2 further RAF Sqns (54 & 549). All 3 Sqns were officially
disbanded at the end of the war (Oct 45), the last commander of 548
Sqn being S/Ldr Glaser.

As can be read in Vol. 2 of Pentland's RAAF Camouflage & Markings
1939-45, this took a comical turn when AOC North West Area (NWA)
based in Darwin, advised the unit's that as they were going to come
under his Command for operational purposes, the machines should be
camouflaged in 'Jungle Green'. As imagined this caused a lot of confusion and most machines had not been stripped when AOC EA arrived
at Amberley to inspect the aircraft before their departure to Darwin. After the resulting explosion from the AOC, departure of the two units
was delayed for several weeks until all machines had been successfully expunged of the offending camo.

As stated the aircraft operated were in the A58-300 to 550 range. Recent research has shown that these aircraft were mostly received in
Dark Green/ Dark Earth upper surfaces with Medium Sea Grey lower
surfaces. As this is similar to the standard RAAF scheme of Foliage
Green/ Earth Brown, they were normally left in those colours until they
needed major servicing with only the lower surfaces being repainted in
the RAAF colour of Sky Blue.
However in the case of 548 and 549 Sqns the story takes a very different twist to that of most RAAF Spitfires. New RAAF camouflage orders issued in May 1944, allowed for the operation of RAAF aircraft in
Natural Metal in order to bring them in line with the situation that the
RAAF's major source of aircraft (the USAAF) had scrapped the idea of
camouflaging aircraft on the production lines. In future most USAAF
aircraft were to be operated in Natural Metal and any users who desired camouflage had to apply it themselves locally.

10
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TS-E A58-345 after crash landing in Natural Metal
scheme. Wing roundel was originally 56" before reducing to 32". Photo: P.Malone

Thus for a while until the aircraft could be recamouflaged in Darwin to
adhere to the wishes of AOC NWA, the machines of these two units
operated in Natural Metal with Silver doped fabric areas. This was unusual amongst RAAF Fighters as very few airframes were ever stripped
in other Squadrons, even the large number of P-40Ns that would have
been received from the production lines by the RAAF without camouflage were painted at a modification centre in the States before shipment in the Olive Drab/ Neutral Grey scheme.
It is known that 1 Fighter Wing RAAF favoured a scheme of overall Foliage Green uppersurfaces with Sky Blue lowersurfaces in the last 12
months of the war. This scheme is the same as the one favoured by
452 Sqn for most of their Mk.VIIIs in 1945. It is evident from the few
photos of 548/549 Sqn aircraft that they were recamouflaged in this
scheme in Darwin when time permitted. There is also the case of S/Ldr
Glaser's machine with 548 Sqn that was according to Barry Wallis's article in PAM News issue 28, reputedly stripped from Foliage Green/ Sky
Blue (which it was when coded TS-M) to it's original delivery scheme of
RAF Dark Green/ Ocean Grey/ Medium Sea Grey. This is feasible as
this airframe did not arrive in Aust until June 1944 and was only issued
to 548 Sqn in Aug 1944. Thus it avoided to Natural Metal stripping
saga, and would have been in RAF colours prior to being recamouflaged in RAAF Foliage Green/ Sky Blue at an A.D prior to issuing to an
operational unit (548 Sqn).

TS-M A58-482 of S/Ldr Watts at Darwin strip in 1944.
One source says Jul but that is wrong as a/c was only
delivered in Aug 1944. Photo: P.Malone

TS-V JG655 taken at same time as heading photo of
the formation flight. Photo: RAAF
TS-G A58-394 after a similar crash at Darwin Jul 1944.
Yellow Spinner and Cannon Barrel with no outer stub
(wing faired over). Photo: P.Malone
While in Natural Metal the unit's aircraft carried 12" Code Letters applied in Black along with miniscule 2" Black serials. Later when the aircraft had been recamouflaged in Foliage Green upper surfaces, most
aircraft from photographic evidence appeared to have carried White 18"
Code letters along with standard 8" Black serials. Pentland said that
these machines used Medium Sea Grey for the 'TS' Sqn code and
White for individual letters. He seems to have based this statement on
the photo of TS-O included herewith, as this aircraft does seem to be
like this but it is the only one thus recorded in photos with all other
known examples having all White codes.
Some aircraft had Light Yellow Spinners and also Cannon Barrels, others had Black Spinners (probably different flights). The upper surface
colours (Foliage Green) on the recamouflaged machines either followed
the panel line on the nose or took a curved form slightly lower. Note
however that there is no evidence that these colours were ever carried
down onto the side of the Vokes air filter intake as they were in some
other units apart from Glaser's aircraft (TS-V) which had been stripped
to its original RAF colours. White wing leading edge stripes do not appear to have been carried (no doubt due to the late dates involved).
Most aircraft carried 32" fuselage roundels with the relatively small
White centres although there are a couple of exceptions amongst those
illustrated. Both 32" and the larger 56" upper wing roundels can be
noted in photos, so unless you have a photo of this area, it is impossible to say with certainty what may be used on any individual machine.
Several machines are known to have carried individual markings below
the cockpit as per TS-O. Such markings were fairly common on Spitfires and there is no reason to doubt that there were other examples.
Unfortunately there is very little photographic evidence of such markings available.

TS-V JG655 again. Scheme is RAF Dark Green/
Ocean Grey/ Medium Sea Grey with Sky fuselage
band (original RAF colours). Photo: RAAF

TS-O serial unknown. On this one 'TS' is possibly Med
Sea Grey, not White. Photo: P.Malone
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Overall Natural Metal scheme with Silver doped fabric areas. Spinner and Cannon Barrel painted Light Yellow with outer stub removed. 12" Code
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Foliage Green upper surfaces with Sky Blue lower surfaces. Black Spinner and Serials (standard 8" size). White 18" code letters. S/Ldrs pennant
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Foliage Green/ Sky Blue scheme as per above. Other details similar except for the Code Letters which are slightly bigger on this one in the formation shot (I assumed 20"). Barry Wallis's article (see refs) said this aircraft was serialled A58-41x. As the only two such machines used by 548
Sqn were A58-412 & 413, I assumed 412 as A58-413 is known to have been TS-L.

$ 

    9 -* SUHY $  

      

Standard RAF scheme of Dark Green/ Ocean Grey/ Medium Sea Grey with Sky fuselage band. The Spinner and Cannon Barrels according to
Barry Wallis were Light Blue. Although 548 Sqn normally used Yellow (with Light Blue being a 549 Sqn colour), it is possible that Glaser used
Blue as he had previously had an a/c ZF-Z with 549 Sqn marked in that colour (and the boss gets what he wants). White codes and Black serials. When Glaser was promoted to take over 548 Sqn, he inherited A58-412 the a/c previously used by S/Ldr Watts. According to the Wallis article, he along with his fitters stripped the RAAF paint from the airframe to reveal the original RAF colours beneath. At this time he reportedly
painted the Spinner etc Light Blue. Wallis also illustrated this machine with the French Musketeer emblem that Glaser had previously carried on
his 549 Sqn machine ZF-Z (see the next article in this series) but there is no sign of it in the available photos of this machine.

12
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Macchi 326 A7-009 of 25 Sqn in the overall Gunship Grey scheme, pictured off the coast near
Pearce in 1994 along with a 2FTS PC-9/A. Photo:RAAF
As some more photos have surfaced from Wally Civitico and other
sources of 25 Sqn Macchis since we did our extensive article in issue
16-1, I am running a pair of addendums to cover the new material, in
particular a different variation on the Sqn tail markings.
First off we have a new photo that I turned up, showing the tail markings used by 25 Sqn in great detail. This is the best that I have ever
seen and shows that the area beneath the body of the Swan is more
complicated than I previously thought.
The formation photo at the head of the was taken to publicise the
training setup at RAAF Base Pearce which at the time in 1994 accomodated the Macchis of 25 Sqn, the PC-9/As of 2FTS RAAF plus
SAIA Marchetti S-211s from a RSAF (Republic Singapore AF) training
element. It gives a good impression of the overall Gunship Grey
scheme used on A7-009 in conjunction with the all Black low-vis version of the Sqn markings.
The scheme drawn below with the different version of the tail markings
is from a similar article in World Airpower Journal #16, which has an
extensive report from Peter Steinmann (highly recommended). This
has a number of 25 Sqn Macchi shots, unfortunately I cannot reproduce the photo due to copyright reasons.

 



      

Overall Gunship Grey FS36118. White serials and numbers on tip of tail. Red/ White/ Blue roundels (six positions) and tail flashes. On this 'Low Vis' scheme the Sqn tail markings are in Black outline only for the central
badge portion, but they are superimposed on the full colour Yellow/ Black tail stripe. A strange variation that I
have not seen elsewhere. I assume the photo may have been taken during a period when they were changing
the tail markings.
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25 Sqn Photographic Addendum by Wally Civitico
After I had published the large 25 Sqn Macchi article in issue 16/1,
I received scans of his original slides from Wally Civitico. Previously I
had scanned a few that had been published by the Australian Aviation
people direct from their mag. As they are too useful to not use, I present them here as an addendum to the material we have previously
published.

This is your basic Macchi scheme and the most common. The next
picture shows 2 similar a/c taxying.
2nd Row - This time we have A7-069 in basically the same scheme
with the addition of 'RAAF Reserve' title in Black above the fuselage
roundels. Also note this machine is lacking the tail tip number. 2nd
shot probably shows same machine but serial is not visible.

First we have A7-048 in the standard 3 tone scheme of Dark Sea Grey
BS381C /638 & Olive Drab BS381C /298 upper surfaces with Light 3rd Row - Tail area of A7-015, similar to A7-069 above. Note that this
Gull Grey BS381C /627 lower surfaces. White serials and numbers on is not the unidentified machine in 'Macchi 14' above due to small variatip of tail. Red/ White/ Blue roundels (six positions) and tail flashes.
tions in the camo pattern. 2nd shot - Portside shot of A7-084 in a
modified ’Fanta Can’ scheme with 25 Sqn tail markings added

14
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To Left - Port side of A7-084 in the ex 2 FTS 'Fanta Can' training
scheme that it initially wore in service with 25 Sqn. Later this machine
was painted in the low-vis version of the overall Gunship Grey
'Maritime' scheme as shown in issue 16/1.
Final 3 photos are of A7-088 in it's old Roulette scheme. When 25
Sqn inherited these aircraft from 2 FTS, they were in a variety of
schemes initially until there was time to repaint them. Once again
'RAAF Reserve' titles in Black have been added above the fuselage
roundels.

Photos by Wally Civitico
Text by Steve Mackenzie
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later publication), individual airframes show quite a big variation in the
exact size, shape and location of the Green and Black patches. Thus
photos from all angles such as these are required of the particular airRecently a small portion of the photographic collection belonging to frame that you wish to model.
the late Ross Anderson, has been made available to me as editor for
purposes of use in the magazine. After Ross's unfortunate passing Photo 703A gives an overall view of the Starboard side, while 703B is
away, his extensive photo collection was donated by his parents to a closer view of the Stores Pallet suspended from the Starboard wing
IPMS, APMA and ACTSMS. All 3 clubs gained a share of the collec- attachment point. It should also be noted that usually the aircraft would
tion.
carry a Stores Pallet under each wing, not the asymmetrical setup
shown here for display purposes, of stores under one wing and rockets
The photos here of Porter A14-703 (ex A14-729) were taken at the Bi- the other.
Centennial Airshow at Richmond in Oct 1988. The majority of the photos are from Ross's collection with 4 others being photos that I took Photo 703C is a complete side-on Starboard view while 703D gives a
myself at the time (if I remember rightly I borrowed my brother's cam- close-up view of the tailfin markings on this side. The New Guinea naera for the occasion). There are photos of several more Porters tive is the insignia used by Talair the N.G commuter operator and is
amongst Ross's stuff, I will run them sometime later.
identical to that applied to the Talair Twin Otters covered in issue 16/1
of 'In miniature'.
This set of photos is interesting as the airframe carries a number of
non standard 'zap' markings, probably from a training deployment to N. Photo 703E gives an overall view of the Port side with everything
G. If anyone is contemplating modelling a Pilatus Porter a couple of opened up, while 703F is similar taken much later in the day. Marker
points to note are: 1) the colours (especially the Tan) differs a lot in rockets were mounted on the wing racks on this side. Also note how
photos depending on lighting conditions and the type of film used. 2) the inside of the airframe (cabin doors and engine bay) is White not
Although there is no doubt an official pattern (which I'll try to locate for camo.

Porter Walkaround A14-703

16
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Photo 703G gives a close-up of the markings that were carried on the Photo 703M a a close-up of the Horizontal tailplanes. Not surprisingly
port nose (but not the other side). If any of our military experts knows we see another 'zap' in the form of a Rat on the portside.
what the triangular symbol is about, please advise. 703H gives a good
shot of the cabin area with everything opened for inspection.
The last two photos 703N and 703O are the all important for modellers
cockpit shots showing the panel in detail. Much of the interior is White,
Photo 703I shows port rear fuselage overall. Note how all markings with Tan sound absorbing material and Olive Green seat cushions.
are in the reverse colour to the background that they were painted on. See the PMMS site for more details.
This was possibly too complicated as Porters were later seen with all
serials and 'Army' titles in plain Black. Roos are 4 position only References - recommended are the following:
(fuselage + above Starb + below port wings). 703J gives a close-up of
the vertical tail (note the 173 Squadron 'Hornet' insignia and the Scor- 1) The Perth Military Modelling Society has a Porter walkaround that
pion zap which are on both sides of the fin).
mainly concentrates on close-up detail of parts of the airframe such as
Aerials, interior, engine, wheels etc. Thus it complements our one perPhoto 703K shows the Army 173 Support Squadron insignia in fectly. Address is 'http://www.argo.net.au/tash/aircraft/porter/porter.
greater detail (or at least it did in the electronic version !). The remain- htm'.
ing photos are on the next page.
2) Australian Military History Mag (Ropomod Prod) #3 P.51
Photo 703L is a general view from the rear 3/4 aspect that gives an
overall view of most of the upper surface camo pattern. This also gives 3) Flightpath Vol.2/2 P23
a general view of the aerial arrangement, detail shots of which can be
found on the PMMS site listed later.
Photos by Ross Anderson and Steve Mackenzie
Text by Steve Mackenzie
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The Drawing Below belongs with Ley’s article
on the ‘Yugoslav Civil war 1944/45’. I have put
it here as there was not room to squeeze it
onto P.8 - Editor
$      



    

Dark Green/Ocean Grey upper surfaces with Medium Sea Grey
lower surfaces. Sky Spinner and fuselage band, White 'Z'. Fuselage flash of previous owner (73 Sqn RAF) painted out in a dark
colour. This scheme is based on written descriptions.
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3LND3KRWRSDJHE\6FRWW'DYLHV
On this and the next page, courtesy of Scott Davies are photos of the
Pika prototype which is held at Point Cook.
Although the photos are obviously taken in a rather dark hangar,
which causes some problems with 'flash', they are very useful for anyone who wants to build the Highplanes kit as there is very little available in the way of reference on this machine. Apologies if they don’t
come up that well on this the printed version of the mag.
In the 1st and 3rd photos, note the fitting (whatever it is) under the
nose where the 'trestle here' sign points to. There is a couple of detail
shots of that fitting on the next page. The last 3 photos show useful
detail of the various flappery on the wing from upper and lower views.
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The balance of the Pika photos from Scott Davies, 'Click' for larger
versions. Note that although you may use these photos for personal
use (i.e as reference for a model), they cannot be reproduced without
the Copyright Holder's (Scott's) permission.
In the first row we have photos of the cockpit. On row 2 are the
closeup photos that I mentioned of the Bracket fitting underneath the
nose. The 3rd row gives shots of the wheel wells and the last photo
is of the nosewheel leg.
The airframe is polished natural metal (not painted) with the few visible markings in Black
Photos: Scott Davies
Text: Steve Mackenzie - Editor
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/&RQQLHVE\%ULDQ.HOO\
Presented here are a number of photographs that were taken by Brian
Kelly at Mascot over the years of L-1049 Super Constellation based
Military and Civil airframes. They are scans of prints that Brian lent me
that he had recently printed from some old slides. Brian who is well
known to many of the members is a part of the HARS group that restored the Connie that is well known on the local circuit. In a later issue
we hope to run a much larger look at the HARS airframe.

The next 4 photos are all of the same airframe NC-121K serial 145925.
As stated in Steve Ginter's Naval Fighter Series #8
"OCEANOGRAPHIC DEVELOPMENT SQUADRON EIGHT (VXN-8)
has the unique mission of Airborne Oceanographic and Geo-Magnetic
Research, and as such is attached to the Atlantic Fleet. VXN-8 has
three long term projects, each with its own dedicated airplane, of which
Project Magnet-Purpose to map the earth's magnetic field. The first
plane assigned this mission was Bu. No. 126513, named Paisano. The
First up (on Row 1) we have the one and only VC-121E serial 53-7885 Paisano was lost in a crash at McMurdo Sound on 31 Oct. 1960 and
(marked here as 0-37885) which was President Eisenhower's VVIP air- replaced by Paisano Dos in 1962". All 4 shots show this airframe, but at
craft. When he used it the name 'Columbine III' was carried on the different times, the markings having changed a bit in the interim.
nose, but as it is missing here he probably was not using it anymore. As
befits a VVIP aircraft, it is highly polished Natural Metal with Gloss
White roof and tail fins.
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To left we have another shot of the VXN-8 airframe NC-121K serial
145925 that didn't fit on the previous page. OANU on the nose wheel
door stands for Oceanographic Air Survey Unit which was involved in
this research, although the airframe was still operated by VXN-8.
In the first row we have: Left C-121J 131644 'Pegasus 7' of VXE-6
(Antarctic Developement Sqn 6) - Light Grey lower and White upper
colours with Dayglow Red tail fins. At right is a U.S Navy C-121J
transport. It is a transport attached to NAS Agana marked 'AGANA,
31659' in two rows on the fin.
The next 4 photos are all of various airframes used by NASA. They
are marked on the tail 'NASA 420', 'NASA 21', and 2 photos of an
unknown. NASA Goddard used 3 Connies marked NASA
20/420/420NA, NASA 21/421/421NA & NASA 422/422NA (previous
serials 54-4065, 54-4076, 48-613 respectively) that were used by
Goddard Space Flight Center for Apollo Spacecraft Tracking Calibration and Simulation.
While I can't read what it says on the tail band of the last one here,
going by the aerial arrangement the last two shots appear to be of
the same airframe.
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The next two shots are also of the Navy C-121J transport (serial
131659, thus '659' on the nose) from NAS Agana that is shown on a
previous page. Everything is hanging out as it trundles into a landing at
Mascot over the houses of Sydney suburbia.

Modelling wise the Heller 1/72 'Lockheed EC-121 Warning Star' kit is
the one you will have to use to model any of the L-1049 airframes here,
as it has the necessary longer fuselage that the other L-749 kits do not.
Obviously the big radomes above and below the fuselage will have to
be omitted and other details modified if necessary as per the Ginter
The last row is of two commercial L-749/1049 Connies. The first was book.
used to transport the Band's equipment for a Rolling Stones tour, thus
the caricature of Mick's lips on the nose. The second is a airliner from
Capital Airways and appears to be a L-749 model with the shorter fuse- Photos by Brian Kelly
lage of the original Connies.
Text by Steve Mackenzie
Reference: No I don't know much about Connies, most of the above
info is gleaned from Steve Ginter's book 'Lockheed C-121 Constellation'
which was #8 in his Naval Fighters series. Excellent book if you can get
hold of one.
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2QH0DQ V0RGHOV7LP3URVVHU3DUW
Some of you will have seen the photos that Gus had at a meeting a
few months ago of the models of Tim Prosser from W.A. Tim who was
a founding member of the current IPMS (NSW) in 1983 moved to W.A
in 1986. The original members will remember his models as being unbelievably realistic. Tim was over here briefly for a week to attend the
wedding of a close friend. He had lent the prints to Gus for showing at
the meeting. I promptly got my hands on them with Tim's permission to
show to the wider audience by virtue of this publication.

HAND PAINTED. Many of them are such things as Airfix/ Matchbox/
Frog etc in origin. It just shows that a good model depends more on
the skill of the modeller more than anything else and an accurate base
model is far more important than such things as engraved panel lines
(REAL aircraft don't have gaps between the panels anyway).

These photos look very good on the original colour scans. Hopefully
they will come at as well in this smaller Black & white printed form.

There were a lot of prints so I will run them over the next three issues.
Also note that there is a second page of photos for this first batch, use
the link at the bottom of the page to jump to page 2. Next issue I will Steve Mackenzie - Editor 'In miniature'
run the Spitfire shots (and there are a bloody lot of them).
It should be kept in mind that these are all 1/72 scale models that are
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Revell 1/48 F/A-18E Super Hornet By Ryan Hamilton

The is a recent release from Revell, which is a reissue of the Italeri kit
released last year. The kit consists of 162 parts including 6 clear parts,
and decals for two options. The options in the Revell kit are more interesting then the Italeri kit as they are of two operational squadrons, unlike the training squadron included in the Italeri kit.

not the "E". If you are looking for an excuse to buy the new Hasegawa
weapon set, this is as good as any. For a full list of corrections that are
needed to build a "correct" Super Hornet, please refer to the review on
Hyperscale. This also includes corrections to weapon pylons, and other
useful information.

Construction starts with the cockpit. Decals are the story of the day. A
deep cockpit tub houses a basis control column and control panel. The
ejection seat lacks seat belts, but has a good overall shape. The upper
fuselage is designed to incorporate the twin seat version as well as the
single seat (only the single seat parts are in this kit). Construction then
moves onto the air intakes. Dry fit is the word here. I found that it took a
few minutes to achieve the correct alignment before gluing parts into
place. Major airframe components are then glued together, but take
note. The Super Hornet does not have a speed brake. Instead it utilises
other control surfaces for this function, thus you will need to glue part
no.C37 in the closed position and fill the panel lines. You may need to
check you references as I have also been informed that the parts associated with section 17 & 18 don't exist on operational airframes. Next we
move onto the undercarriage. I found that the undercarriage was good
and represented it very well, though I found the wheels were a little over
sized. You may wish to look for an alternative here. Other minor airframe parts are added and completes the construction. The Super Bug
features a radar housing in front of the canopy which is not included in
the kit, so check your references. The Canopy in the kit is clear, where it
is tinted on the real thing. A quick spray of Tamiya Smoke will solve
this.

Decals are for:
1. VFA-14 "200" CAG (Hi-Vis), NAS Lemoore CA, USA, ‘USS Nimitz’
Two tone grey with red, white and black squadron markings on the
spine and tail. Hi-vis national markings.
2. VFA-115 "204" (Low-Vis), NAS Lemoore CA, USA, ‘USS Abraham
Lincoln’. Two tone grey with low-vis squadron markings on the tail.
Instructions are well illustrated, with paints referred to Humbrol range.
Though I seem to concentration on the bad points, overall this is not a
bad kit, and is typical of other releases from Italeri. You'll pay about
$10AUD more then the original Italeri kit, but the choice of decals will
account for this. If the kit has a let down, it's with the decals cockpit, and
Black Box have recognised this by releasing an after market upgrade for
it.

Being the only example currently on the market, there's little choice for
anything else. Trumpeter have announced an example for later this
year, and with the history of Hasegawa with their US Navy modern fighters, it probably won't be long till we see a kit from them. With the Super
Hornet currently on deployment on the USS Abraham Lincoln, and with
more operation squadrons come on line, the variety of colour schemes
Research is needed in the weaponry you choose to arm your Super should become more diverse (especially with the CAG birds).
Hornet. The munitions supplied in the kit are typical of the F-18C and
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Skevchenko IS 1 – The Russian Istrebitel Skladnoi - "Folding Fighter”

Reviewed by Ian Krestensen

There has always been a different point in the history of aviation when biplanes were replaced by faster more modern monoplanes. There has
never been an intermediary where a variable geometric aircraft has had development and testing, or so many will think that.
My interest in the unusual of aviation has shown me that there have been several unique designs that are not known either due to the fact that
these designs were by nations which had strong security regimes and little was published on developments, or that the designs did not grab the
interest of the aviation community due to the fact that there were not sufficient interest in the designs or any historical importance to be seen in
the design being used in any production run of any number.
The fact that there has been aircraft developed in The USSR during the 1939 - 1941 period which had both the characteristics of a biplane and
also a monoplane may come to many as a surprise, and that these aircraft were also test flown for several hours. The aircraft was designed by
Vladimar Shevchenko and was called "Istrebitel Skladnoi" (in English - Folding Fighter). There were three designs of this format, all having a
fixed upper wing which was attached by a gull section to the top of the fuselage in a similar way as the Polikarpov I - 153 was structured. The
difference was that the lower wing was made to be retractable into the upper wing and fuselage wall. It was designed to be in two sections joined
at the point where the inner section reached the base of the upper wing with the outer section then retracting into the upper wing. The point
where the two sections joined was also used to locate the connection for the undercarriage to the lower wing and thus cause the undercarriage to
retract into the side of the fuselage when the wing retracted.
The Shevchenko IS (Istrebitel Skladnoi )designs were not developed for mass production as flight characteristics left some room for improvement, and the need for such an aircraft was not as important as having a large number of fighter aircraft available for service. Another fact was
that the arrival of Airacobras and Kittyhawks from the United States gave little reason to develop these Folding Fighters further.
The Kit.
I have always wanted to build a model of the Shevchenko IS 1 "Istrebitel Skladnoi", and if possible get the two later designs IS2 and IS3 as well
if and when these become available. In reading the latest edition of S.A.M.I ( Scale Aviation Magazine International) for June 2002 there was
listed in the latest kits an A-Model kit of the Shevchenko IS1 in 1/72nd scale. My first reaction was to contact NKR Models and ask if the kit was
available already. To my surprise, it was and ordering one to be sent as soon as possible to add to my collection of kits.
Upon receiving it I was not surprised to see that the kit was in light grey plastic and though having some flash to clean up was well moulded and
detailed. The instructions sheet states in the section on the aircraft's history that the IS stood for Josef Stalin, but all books that I have with any
information on this aircraft do not indicate such is the case. The instructions also show that the model can be made with either the lower wing retracted ( as in flight), or extended with undercarriage lowed ( as in a landing Format).
Though I have not had time to build the kit yet it appears to be very well done and up to the Standard expected from A-Model kits. I can recommend this model to anyone who has a wish to build something that is unique in aviation that of an aircraft which is both biplane and monoplane at
the same time, and has to be said to be different to anything else that one might build in the future. I will give a fuller account of how the kit goes
together later when I have built the kit. My hopes are that the kit is all that it appears.
References
1. Soviet Air Force fighters Part 1- by William Green & Gordon Swanborough
2. The History of Soviet Aircraft from 1918- by Vaclac Nemecek
3. Soviet Aircraft and Aviation 1917-1941- by Lennert Andersson
I also wish to thank NKR Models for supplying the kit.

The Sukhoi Su-12 , The Russian Uhu (Owl).

Reviewed by Ian Krestensen

The Great Patriotic War had come to an end and the Soviet forces were reaping the benefits of the victory, in that large amounts of enemy
equipment was being collected ,tested and used. New technical information and designs were becoming available to the Soviet bureaus and the
interest in this created a flood of new aircraft and other vehicles from the factories during the next few years.
During the conflict with Germany, several aircraft caught the attention of the Soviet designers. Among these aircraft was the Focke Wulfe Fw189 "Uhu" (Owl), a reconnaisance twin boom aircraft which attracted much attention as for its green house fuselage and ability to survive the
conditions of Russia and a large amount of punishment. The effectiveness of this machine caused a number of design bureaus to put forward
their own plans for an aircraft of similar design.
The Sukhoi Su-12 was one of these designs and was produced in small numbers in 1947. It could be said to be an enlarged version of Focke
Wulfe original design in appearance with large radial engines in place of the original's much smaller Argus inline engines. The design was unusual for the Sukhoi bureau as it could be said to be the only aircraft that this bureau design as a pure reconnaisance machine.
The Kit.
Recently a number of kits of Soviet aircraft have become available from several companies in countries of the region of the Old Soviet Union.
The result is that the standards of these kits vary from poor to very well detailed kits. Among the more unusual kits is one from MSV of Moldova,
this appears to be the first kit produced by the company. As the first I can say that the model though in need of some refinement as to the engineering of the fit of the parts , is well detailed with engraved panel lines.
As mentioned above the fit of the kit does have need for the use of putty to fill and to remove a number of gaps where there are misalignments
between the fit of the parts, most noticeable the upper inner wing part where it joins to the fuselage (shape of the part has a noticeable difference to the shape of the connecting joint in the fuselage).
Having said that there is a requirement for filling several gapes and correcting some discrepancies, I must say that as this is the only kit of the
Sukhoi Su-12 it is well worth having for the reason of an unusual subject from the Design bureau of Pavel Sukhoi. Being the first of many other
kits from this manufacturer ,I must say that the model is with only few problems in the fit and alignment of some parts ,the hope is that the future
of this company may produced other as interesting kits improving the quality as more are made available. The kit was provided with thanks to
John Corsair of F4U Hobbies.
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Display Models Jun, Jul &
Aug Meetings
Due to lack of room (obviously) in the printed format, this publication does not
have the 230+ photos comprising the models from the Jun, Jul and Aug meetings
which are on the Electronic (CD) version. This sample is all I can fit in here.
The photos are courtesy of Mick Elst. Thanks to Mick for permission to reproduce them. For those with an Internet connection who are not aware, Mick photographs ALL the models at every IPMS and APMA meeting (and also the occasional AMMS meeting) with his digital camera and posts them to his website at
‘http://www.fortunecity.com/skyscraper/siliconex/1710/Link_page.html’usually
within a couple of days after the meeting.
Mick's site includes many more photos than those presented here. There could be
anything from 1-6 photos of each model on his site. A visit is greatly recommended
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